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Abstract
Recently geotechnical engineers aim to adopt more environmental-friendly solutions (not harmful to
the environment), therefore the interest on the use of vegetation as a measure to improve slope
stability is increasing. The mechanical reinforcement due to roots against shallow landslides occurs
when the fibres intersect the shear surface, usually at depths lower than 2 m. In the literature, the
presence of roots is often taken into account by modelling the soil as an equivalent composite
material: ‘the root-permeated soil’, by including an additional cohesion term in the Mohr-Coulomb
equation. The models used to estimate the root additional cohesion are presented in the first part of
the paper. In some cases, root cohesion is calculated based on the resistant properties of the fibres
and assuming an order for the progressive roots failure, either breaking, slipping out or buckling. On
the other hand, some authors used structural models of the roots investigating not only the stresses
in the roots, but also in the surrounding soil to obtain a better estimation of the root cohesion. In the
second part of the paper, the calculation of the root reinforcement is used to assess the safety factor
(SF) of the slope. Both Limit Equilibrium analyses (LE) and Finite Element Methods (FEM) are discussed,
stressing the limitations of both the approaches.
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Introduction
The shallow landslide’s failure surface reaches depths of up to 2 m and it can intersect roots, which
provide an increase of soil resistance. Therefore, the introduction of vegetation in a slope is an
appealing measure to increase the slope safety.
The way roots influence the behaviour of the composite material (root-permeated soil) was
investigated by Graf et al. (2009) and Zhang et al. (2010), however, the root reinforcement is usually
modelled as an additional cohesion term (Wu 1976). Nevertheless, the type of root failure cannot be
neglected because the ultimate load taken by a root depends on the rupture mechanism (Wu et al.
1988; Schwarz et al. 2015).
Soil-root interaction models for the quantification of such reinforcement are presented in this paper.
One approach can be the estimation of the maximum reinforcement by bundle of roots as a sum of
the resistance provided each individual (Wu 1976; Pollen and Simon 2005; Schwarz et al. 2010a, 2013).
Some other authors used numerical models, which consider the root and soil influence on each other
(Mao et al. 2014; Liang et al. 2015).
Moreover, the root reinforcement for stability of shallow landslides can be evaluated by either a
macro model or a soil-root interaction model (Wu 2013; Cazzuffi et al. 2014). The first is preferable in
the case of roots with small dimensions and spacing. The rooted soil is represented by a homogeneous
material with given resistant properties obtained from tests on root-permeated soil. The second is
more convenient when roots are large and disperse, so that they are investigated as soil-embedded
elements allowing the estimation of the stresses in the fibre.
The objective of the paper is to present the approaches adopted in the literature to analyse root
reinforcement and its use on assessing slope stability. The advantages and disadvantages of the
methods, as well as theirs limitations, concerns and future work projections are discussed.

Roots Effect on Soil Shear Resistance
The root-permeated soil is a composite material whose shear strength is described by (1) (Veylon et
al. 2015). This way, the shear stress at failure (𝑠𝑓 ) is a sum of the effective shear strength of the soil
matrix given by Mohr-Coulomb criterion (𝑠𝑠 ), shear strength component due to matric suction (𝑠𝜓 )
and shear strength component due to the root system (𝑠𝑟 ).
𝑠𝑓 = 𝑠𝑠 + 𝑠𝜓 + 𝑠𝑟
(1)
In the majority of the literature, roots are considered to provide increase of cohesion to the soil. The
works stating that roots influence the composite material’s friction angle are very scarce. Triaxial tests
were performed by Graf et al. (2009) and Zhang et al. (2010) reporting opposite conclusions regarding
the roots effect on the soil resistance.
Graf et al. (2009) performed consolidated-undrained (CU) triaxial tests on vegetated soil (clayey gravel
with sand) in saturated conditions applying confining pressures of 50, 75 and 100 kPa to represent the
low stresses of surface soil. The results showed that roots provide an increase of internal friction angle
of up to 5° (from 34.3° to 39.4°) but no additional cohesion. Therefore, Graf et al. (2009) showed
dissatisfaction about considering the effect of roots as an additional cohesion, as typically is assumed,
as the effect of roots should rather be a stress-dependent term.
In the results of direct shear tests of Fig. 1, the parallel displacement of shear envelopes suggested
that fibres do not affect the frictional properties of the soil (sand). Yet, it is interesting to notice that
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for the range of normal stresses used by Graf et al. (2009), Fig. 1 shows an increase of the internal
friction angle (Gray and Ohashi 1983).

Fig. 1 Influence of fibres with different orientations on the shear strength envelope (1ksf = 47.9 kN/m2) (Gray and Ohashi
1983)

On the other hand, the consolidated-drained (CD) triaxial tests performed by Zhang et al. (2010) on
rooted soil (sand) with different water contents and roots in different directions showed that roots
increased soil shear strength by increasing cohesion.
In the works of Graf et al. (2009) and Zhang et al. (2010), macro models of root-permeated soil were
obtained according with the classification of Wu (2013) because the stresses in the roots were not
investigated.

Root Cohesion
As generally accepted, the root shear resistance 𝑠𝑟 of (1) is an additional cohesion. However, roots are
elements with low bending and shear resistance, and Wu (1976) proposed the following soil-root
interaction model (Fig. 2). The shearing on the sliding surface causes the elongation of the roots, which
are subjected to tensile stress and act on the unstable volume as stabilizing external forces. The
normal component of the root tensile stress (Tn) increases the confining stress on the failure plane,
thereby mobilizing additional shear resistance in the soil, whereas the tangential component (Tt)
directly resists shear. The increase of shear strength provided by the root 𝑠𝑟 may be translated by (2),
where 𝜃 is the shear distortion of the root (Fig. 2) and 𝑡𝑟 is the root tensile resistance per unit area of
soil.
𝑠𝑟 = (𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝜙 ′ )𝑡𝑟 = 𝑘 ′ 𝑡𝑟

Fig. 2 Scheme of the stresses in the root during shear
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(2)

The value of the angle 𝜃 is difficult to quantify, so Wu (1976) suggested the use of a coefficient 𝑘 ′ that
takes the value of 1.2. Indeed, the approximation proposed by Wu (1976) is generally accepted
because it was observed in laboratory and field investigations that 𝑘 ′ ranges between 1.0 and 1.3.
However, Thomas and Pollen-Bankhead (2010) recommended the use of a 𝑘 ′ close to 1.0 since that
the parameter 𝑘 ′ also intends to take into account the initial angle between the root and the shear
surface because the root is tensioned when it is inclined towards the movement direction. When the
roots are inclined opposing the movement of the upper layer, the root is subjected to compression
providing less resistance.
Wu et al. (1988), Abe and Ziemer (1991) and Belfiore and Urciuoli (2004) also made some
considerations on the simplification proposed by Wu (1976) because the angle 𝜃 is the parameter that
directly controls the tension in the roots, on which depends the root elongation. Improvements have
been done to this formulation mainly to take into account the soil-root surface interaction, root
inclination and deformation.
In order to compute the root reinforcement in the form of root additional cohesion, the model
presented in Fig. 2 needs the tensile resistance of the roots present in the bundle, i.e. 𝑡𝑟 , as an input.
Several authors proposed models to quantify this parameter. The main difference among them is the
order by which roots fail, which leads to different values of root reinforcement. This models are
referred as root “breaking” models (BM) in this paper. The term “breaking” regards to the failure of
the root, either by breakage, slippage or buckling.
Some other authors used numerical models to obtain the reinforcement of the roots also in terms of
additional cohesion (Mao et al. 2014; Liang et al. 2015). In the following both “breaking” models and
numerical ones will be discussed.

Root “Breaking” Models
W&W Model
The model commonly called W&W was first formulated by Wu (1976). It is assumed that all the roots
break simultaneously and pull out does not occur. Therefore, the tensile strength of root fibres per
unit area of soil 𝑡𝑟 is given by (3), representing the sum of the maximum tensile strength of each
individual root. For simplification, the roots are grouped in 𝑁 diameter classes so that the value of 𝑡𝑟,𝑛
is the average tensile strength of the root class, 𝑅𝐴𝑅𝑛 is the root area ratio of the entire class 𝑛 (the
root area ratio is the fraction of a given control area that is occupied by roots).
𝑁

𝑡𝑟 = ∑ 𝑡𝑟,𝑛 ∙ 𝑅𝐴𝑅𝑛

(3)

𝑛=1

This model tends to overestimate the root reinforcement because roots do not break simultaneously
(Pollen and Simon 2005; Thomas and Pollen-Bankhead 2010). Better estimations are obtained for
grass root systems because the root diameters are more homogeneous (Thomas and Pollen-Bankhead
2010). The value obtained from (3) is substituted into (2) to compute the root reinforcement.

Fibre Bundle Model
In order to avoid some limitations of the W&W model, Pollen and Simon (2005) introduced the Fibre
Bundle Model (FBM). The maximum load withstood by the bundle of fibres is less than the sum of
each of their individual strengths because roots break at different instants depending on the way the
load is distributed by all the fibres. Therefore the maximum value of tensile strength provided by the
bundle not to be the same as if all the roots provided their maximum strength at the same instant.
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It is assumed in the FBM that all fibres have the same elastic properties, the complexity of root
tortuosity is not considered and all roots break rather than pull out of the soil. The computation of the
breakage sequence in the FBM follows the flowchart presented in Fig. 3 (Mao et al. 2012).

Fig. 3 Flowchart for the FBM computation

The load can be distributed by the roots according to three different criteria as a function of the cross
section area of the roots, as a function of the root diameter or equally distributed by all the intact
roots (Mao et al. 2012). Thomas and Pollen-Bankhead (2010) suggested that the load distribution by
roots in FBM models should be made equally by all the roots (third criteria) because it showed to be
more conservative in the estimation of soil shear strength reinforcement. In fact, different load
partition methods varied the peak root-reinforcement value by up to 60%.
When a root breaks, the load is redistributed by the remaining unbroken roots. It can follow two
approaches: Global load sharing (GLS), in which the load is evenly distributed by the remaining roots;
or Local load sharing (LLS), in which the load is redistributed by the neighbouring roots. The first is
preferable because it requires less data, even though the real behaviour is somewhere between those
two (Thomas and Pollen-Bankhead 2010).
Equation (4) is used to calculate additional root cohesion assuming that the load (force) is equally
distributed by all the roots. First, the roots are ordered from the strongest to the weakest (1 to N), so
that the breakage sequence upon loading is known. The index 𝑗 represents the weakest root that is
still intact upon loading of the root bundle of N roots. Therefore, 𝑅𝐴𝑅𝑗 refers to the RAR of the root 𝑗
and 𝑡𝑟,𝑗 is the strength of the weakest intact root. Therefore, the bundle resistance is equal to the
resistance of weakest root multiplied by the number of intact roots (also represented by 𝑗). The value
obtained from (4) is substituted into (2) to obtain the root reinforcement.
𝑡𝑟 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑡𝑟,𝑗 ∙ 𝑅𝐴𝑅𝑗 ∙ 𝑗)

(4)

Root Bundle Model
The Root Bundle Model (RBM), proposed by Schwarz et al. (2010b), is an FBM extension in which a
strain step loading approach is used. In this way a more realistic implementation of root mechanical
effects in numerical models for slope stability calculations is provided (Vergani et al. 2014). The
displacements are imposed equally in all N roots composing the bundle (Schwarz et al. 2010b). For
5

each displacement increment, the load taken by the bundle is the sum of the stresses in all the roots,
as long as the tension in each individual root does not exceed the maximum tensile strength. Root pull
out is also admitted in the first formulation of this model.
The total force in the bundle (𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑡 ) is a function of displacement ∆𝑥 given by (5), where 𝐹𝑖 (∆𝑥) is the
maximum pull out force allowed in the root belonging to the diameter class 𝑖, 𝑁 is the number of
diameter classes and 𝑛𝑖 is the number of roots of diameter class 𝑖.
𝑁

𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑡 (∆𝑥) = ∑ 𝐹𝑖 (∆𝑥) ∙ 𝑛𝑖

(5)

𝑖=1

Schwarz et al. (2013) proposed changes in the previous RBM in order to take into account the strength
variability within a root diameter class using a statistical approach by introducing a Weilbull survival
function. This function is a complementary cumulative distribution function that captures the failure
probability of a complex system beyond a threshold. This other model is referred as RBMw.
Schwarz et al. (2013) assumed that the probability of a root to survive 𝑆(∆𝑥 ∗ ) is given by (6):
∆𝑥 ∗ 𝜔
(6)
) ]
𝜆∗
where 𝜔 is the Weibull exponent, 𝜆∗ is the scaling factor and ∆𝑥 ∗ is the normalized displacement. The
exponent 𝜔 represents the relative variability of root strength in relation to an optimized root
diameter (Schwarz et al. 2013; Vergani et al. 2014). High 𝜔 values (e.g. 𝜔 = 100) represent low
variability of root mechanical behaviour resulting into displacement-force relations with sharp peaks
correspondent to the failure of each root diameter class, as in Fig. 4. Decreasing values of 𝜔 traduce
increasing variability of root strength within a diameter class and consequently a lower maximum
force. Details on the calibration of the survival function can be found in Schwarz et al. (2013).
𝑆(∆𝑥 ∗ ) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [− (

Fig. 4 Scheme of the RBM and RBMw outputs of a root bundle of three diameter classes

The tensile force of a bundle of roots 𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑡 (∆𝑥) at each incremental displacement ∆𝑥 is obtained by
summing the force contribution of each root class 𝐹(𝜙𝛷 , ∆𝑥), given by (7), multiplied by the number
of roots of that class 𝑛𝛷 and by the survival function 𝑆(∆𝑥𝛷∗ ), as in (8). Considering the force in a
bundle as a sum of forces on individual roots accepts the assumption that the roots in the bundle do
not interact with each other, which is considered an acceptable approximation by Giadrossich et al.
(2013).
𝐹(𝜙𝛷 , ∆𝑥) =
𝛷𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑟𝜋𝐸0 2+𝛽−𝛾
𝜙
𝛥𝑥
4𝐿0 𝛷

𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑡 (∆𝑥) = ∑ 𝑛𝛷 𝐹(𝜙𝛷 , ∆𝑥)𝑆(∆𝑥𝛷∗ )
𝛷=1

(7)
(8)

In these equations, 𝛽 and 𝐸0 are calibration parameters associated to the Young’s modulus of the root
material relation with diameter, 𝛾 and 𝐿0 are calibration parameters associated to the root length
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relation with diameter, 𝑟 is the reduction coefficient to take into account the root tortuosity, 𝛷 is the
mean root diameter of each root class, 𝛷𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum considered diameter and ∆𝑥𝛷∗ is the
normalized displacement. Apparently, RBM provides an additional force. But this force can be
considered by unit area, providing this way an additional cohesion value. Indeed, switching from load
increments to displacement increments provides important information for the calculation of root
reinforcement. The peak root reinforcement does not generally occur at the same displacement as
the soil peak strength, but for larger strain values (Nakamura et al. 2007; Schwarz et al. 2015). As a
consequence, an increase of the displacement of the peak resistance and an increase of the residual
resistance is observed as in Fig. 5 (Gray and Ohashi 1983; Abe and Ziemer 1991). Also, it opened a way
for the development of constitutive laws to describe the root-permeated soil.

Fig. 5 Shear stress–displacement curves for soil samples with and without roots (Cazzuffi et al. 2014)

An analysis performed by Vergani et al. (2014) showed that the characterization of mechanical
properties and root distribution is fundamental for the quantification of root reinforcement. Great
variability in the estimated values were obtained by this author, that highlighted that the Weibull
exponent applied to a general force-displacement curve leads to the estimation of conservative peak
reinforcement values. Therefore, Vergani et al. (2014) stated that the use of the RBMw is an important
improvement in the estimation of root reinforcement.

Discussion on the Root “Breaking” Models
Roots are loaded in different manners along the failure surface of a shallow landslide. At the crest,
roots are subjected to pull out forces as a result of the tension cracks that may appear. Along the base
of the unstable layer, shear actions are applied to the roots leading to pull out, breakage or buckling,
depending on the orientation of the root. Finally, at the toe of the slope roots are under compression,
failing by buckling (Schwarz et al. 2015). Each type of root failure is described in more detail in Dias et
al. (2017), whose distinction is necessary in order to consider the resistance that the roots actually
provide.
Not all the BMs were initially proposed to take into account different root failure mechanisms and for
sure that the model by Wu (1976) in Fig. 2 does not represent all the presented situations. However,
a clear and positive evolution of the root reinforcement calculation methods was observed in this
regard. In this discussion section, it is highlighted the flexibility of the BMs and their potential.
As previously mentioned, the BMs provide the maximum reinforcement of a root bundle based on the
resistance of each individual. This means that any critical load (breakage, slippage or buckling) can be
used to study the root additional cohesion. Therefore, to have the tensile reinforcement mobilized in
tension cracks, the pull out resistance of the roots is considered as input of the BMs, considering or
not the slip out of the root (Schwarz et al. 2010a). To calculate the shear reinforcement, the previous
results are applied to (2), in which the possibility of the root being under tension or compression is
7

already considered in the parameter 𝑘′. Finally, to obtain the reinforcement at the toe of the slope,
the BM’s input is the critical buckling load (Schwarz et al. 2015).

Numerical Models
Numerical methods have been used to estimate root reinforcement in the composite material. Yet,
the description of root-soil interface and root large displacements are some of the limitations reported
in the literature. The disadvantages of these methods are mainly related with the occurrence of
fractures, as well as root breakage and slip out (Tiwari et al. 2013).
In the work of Mao et al. (2014), three-dimensional direct shear tests were simulated using both FEM
and DEM models. Three different structural elements were used to simulate the roots and their
interaction with the surrounding soil. The beam type roots presented tensile, compressive and
bending resistance, the truss type presented tensile and compressive resistance and the cable type
only mobilized tensile resistance. The calibration of these models is based on the results of direct shear
tests on root-permeated soil.
Liang et al. (2015) produced an analytical model of a root and its soil interaction using existing p-y
curves for piles in a problem beam on elastic foundation under lateral loading. The study was executed
for a shear zone at different depths by imposing displacements to the springs above the shear zone to
simulate soil deformation, which is simpler from a computational point of view than using a continuum
media. The ultimate resistance of the adopted p-y curve depends on the embedded depth of the root.
Liang et al. (2015) found large relative soil-root deformations even for relatively small global slip of
the rooted soil. In fact, at shallow depths, the soil that is pressed against the root move upward
forming a wedge due to the low confining pressures. When the confining pressure increases, soil tends
to contour the root. This way, the ultimate resistance of the soil surrounding the root is reached before
the critical state of the soil. The beam model was validated by comparing the increase shear strength
provided by roots based on direct shear tests and on the analytical model. The additional shear force
was obtained from the numerical model of the beam by integrating the reaction force along the root.
Other FEM models of roots have been developed recently, such as Dupuy et al. (2007) and Fourcaud
et al. (2008), however to study root anchorage when the plant is subjected to overturning actions (e.g.
wind). Dupuy et al. (2007) produced a FEM model with the real root geometry represented by 2-node
linear beam elements. A great computational effort was necessary to produce such analysis and it is
unthinkable to extend such analyses for an entire slope. The interaction between the structural
element and the soil is considered rigid based on field observations (Dupuy et al. 2007). Therefore, it
is assumed that root slippage does not directly occur at the root-soil interface but in the nearest
neighbouring soil around the roots (Mickovski et al. 2011; Mao et al. 2014).

Application of Root Reinforcement to Slope Stability
The calculation of the root reinforcement previously presented is then applied to access the safety
factor (SF) associated to a slope. Two main approaches are the following ones: limit equilibrium (LE)
and finite element method (FEM). In the following examples of application of those methods are
presented.

Limit Equilibrium
Greenwood (2006) presented a software for the calculation of SF using LE analysis by the method of
slices. The software allows a comparison of different computation methods, such as Bishop, Janbu,
Fellenius, Simple and Greenwood. The inclusion of the vegetation effect is made by means of a force
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applied to the base of the slices and it is recommended by the author the lowering of the groundwater
table by 10 cm.
Even though Greenwood (2006) has suggested this software for preliminary analysis, some
researchers, such as Danjon et al. (2008), Genet et al. (2010) and Sonnenberg et al. (2010), have been
using it to investigate the influence of vegetation on slope stability for being user-friendly.
Nevertheless, Stokes et al. (2009) highlighted that this method tends to overestimate the SF.
Other commercial software based on the slices method, such as GeoSlope, have been used to calculate
the safety factor, as in the work of Tardio and Mickovsli (2015), where a surface soil layer is introduced
in the model with the mechanical properties of a rooted soil.
Bischetti et al. (2010) investigated the effect of brush layering on slope stability using an infinite slope
model where a resistant force is provided by each brush live cutting inserted in the soil. In the work
of Nakamura et al. (2007), where roots were modelled according to Nghiem et al. (2003), the
reinforcement provided by the roots is introduced in the infinite slope model with planar failure
surface and the 𝑆𝐹 is given by (9), where 𝑤 represents the soil weight of the slice per unit area, 𝑢 is
the pore pressure at the base of the slice per unit area, 𝑐 is the soil cohesion, 𝛥𝑆𝑅𝑐 is the increment of
cohesion resultant from the presence of roots and 𝛼 is the inclination of the slope. This is the simplest
model.
(𝑤 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼 − 𝑢) 𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝜙 + (𝑐 + 𝛥𝑆𝑅𝑐 )
(9)
𝑢 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛼
However, it is known that roots reinforcement is only mobilized for greater displacements than the
yielding strain of the soil (Gray and Ohashi 1983). Considering LE analysis seems, for this reason an
approach which is not appropriate.
𝑆𝐹 =

Finite Element Method
Root reinforcement is always represented as an increase of cohesion in the surface soil layer (Tiwari
et al. 2013) or in the regions where vegetation is present (Genet et al. 2008; Mao et al. 2014; Liang et
al. 2015). However, the method of calculation of such cohesion differs. In the case of Liang et al.
(2015), the root reinforcement is obtained from a numerical model. On the other hand, Genet et al.
(2008) used “breaking” models.
Genet et al. (2008) produced a FEM model using a commercial software to investigate how the root
cohesion could influence the SF of the slope in unsaturated conditions. The root cohesion was
calculated as a function of the depth and distance from the stem using W&W. Similarly, Liang et al.
(2015) used blocks of root-permeated soil material with increasing cohesion in depth in a 2D FEM
model of the slope to investigate the root influence on the behaviour of a slope. In this case, the
computation of the roots additional cohesion required the analyses of p-y curves for different depths
of the failure surface, root diameters and group effect of a bundle of roots by comparing direct shear
tests performed on spread roots.
Mao et al. (2014) produced a slope stability analysis using a 3D FEM software. The displacements and
stresses at each node as well as the SF were calculated to access the influence of different roots
densities and distributions on slope stability. The influence of the roots was considered as an
additional root cohesion calculated using different root “breaking” models. However, the innovation
in this work was that the properties of the soil were assigned individually to each node of the mesh
using an algorithm allowing the root cohesion varying vertically and horizontally.
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Even though developments have been made on the estimation of the root cohesion, researchers insist
on using W&W, which is known to overestimate root reinforcement. Moreover, FEM enables the
gradual mobilization of the root reinforcement with increasing displacement, but in the examples here
presented root influence takes the form of an additional cohesion, which means that the full potential
of FEM has not yet been used.

Conclusions
Roots are loaded in different manners along a failure surface of a shallow landslide. At the crest,
tension cracks may appear and roots are subjected to pull out forces. Along the base of the unstable
layer, shear actions are applied to the roots. At the foot of the slope, roots are under compression,
failing by buckling (Schwarz et al. 2015). Due to mobilization of roots tensile strength, an increase of
cohesion occurs into the soil, even though as influence on the frictional term for low confining
pressures has been observed.
Most of the proposed methods to evaluate root reinforcement only assume root breakage, which
leads to overestimation of the root reinforcement. Nevertheless, these methods are flexible enough
to consider other types of root failure depending on what the ultimate resistance is considered to be.
The evolution of these root “breaking” models lead to formulations that include the root resistance
variability, as well as the possibility of investigating the displacement at which roots fail and its
correspondent root reinforcement value.
Numerical models also have been used to study the effects of roots on the resistance of rootpermeated soil by using structural elements to represent the fibres. The advantage of such approach
is in considering soil-root interaction, whose representation can still be improved.
Finally, a slope stability analysis can be produced considering the root reinforcement. The
representation of this reinforcement can be through macro models or root-soil interaction models.
The representation of a root system with structural elements is rather complex and computationally
demanding, so the representation of the roots is made using an equivalent material with the same
properties of root-permeated soil. LE and FEM models were used. In LE models, that tend to
overestimate the SF, the root reinforcement is considered as an additional cohesion or resistant force
at the base of the sliding layer is used. In the case of FEM, blocks or layers of soil are represented
where the effect of the presence of roots is incorporated by an additional cohesion, not taking
advantage of the full potential of the method.
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